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Foreword

Dear Reader, 

Welcome to Issue 20 of Jet Fuel Review! After careful consideration of nearly 800 
submissions, the editors are excited to share the dazzling collection of writing and artwork 
that they have tirelessly worked to curate over the last few months. Our editors have 
chosen work that best upholds our mission statement of publishing work that captures the 
eclectic human experience of living in a complex and evolving world.  

Housed at Lewis University in Romeoville, Illinois, Jet Fuel Review is a student-run, 
faculty-advised, nationally recognized literary journal that publishes writers and artists 
from across the globe. Founded in 2011, Jet Fuel Review continues to expand, often 
featuring writers and artists who unapologetically challenge the artistic canon. This 
semester, our journal was honored to receive the College Media Association’s Pinnacle 
Award for “Literary Magazine of the Year” at a four-year institution for the second year in 
a row. We owe this honor to our diligent editors and brilliant contributors; we are thrilled 
to be able to provide a platform for the multitude of voices that allow us to unite the 
literary community. In this issue, our featured cover art is It Was Heavy And She Carried 
It All by DeAnne Williamson. This piece poignantly portrays this particular moment 
in history, not only speaking to the weight of the pandemic on all humanity but also 
acknowledging the oppression that women frequently face. However, the cover image 
simultaneously provides hope as projected by the vibrantly textured red background and 
the unfurling leaf pattern of the protective mask, suggesting regrowth.

In our poetry section, we present emotionally-rich pieces by writers such as Dayna 
Patterson, co-winner of the 2019 #DignityNotDetention Poetry Prize, and Ashanti 
Anderson, winner of the Spring 2020 Black River Chapbook Competition. In our fiction 
section, we feature the work of Wendy Thompson Taiwo, whose prose piece “Blasian” 
explores the tension of having dual racial identities as it relates to racism and finding 
a sense of belonging in a conflicting environment. In our creative nonfiction section, 
we’re delighted to showcase Jami Kimbrell’s “Grief as an Image Board: Equine Edition,” 
which uses an innovative style to paint the complex process of grief and loss by framing 
each scene as a quadrant in a storyboard. In addition to our cover artist, our art section 
includes the vivid and mysterious work of abstract artist Damien Diaz-Diaz. In his 
collection, he investigates the in-between space of art by offering ambiguity in his 
abstraction. We also highlight the work of high school artist Sarah Yun, whose disquieting 
painting comments on the intangibility of memory, as well as showcasing the gorgeous 
work of Elsa Muñoz, Ana Zanic, and Jens Brasch.

Many more powerful and imaginative voices bring together Issue 20. The work 
included in these pages demonstrates the intricate emotional landscape of today’s writers 
while offering a unique, and sometimes witty, representation of the human condition. 
We encourage you to enjoy our 20th issue and we hope you appreciate the impressive 
collection of work we have comprised here. 

Read on! 

Stephanie Karas and the Jet Fuel Review editors 
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Dayna Patterson

Pied Beauty Redux

When I say God, maybe I mean a being
in between. A sky of couple-color. My God-thought
a too-tight swimsuit, an extra small
rubber band I’ve stretched.        Am stretching. If I’m to hold this relic 
in my soul, I want it
Infinity-Big. Room for billions of arms,
hearts, backbones,
             buttocks, livers,
legs, torsos,
            metatarsals, penises,
pancreases, breasts,
breaths. All the spinal cords & scapulas & hymens & thyroids & sacra. 
Patella, nerve,
              node. Clavicle,
mandible, pharynx,
larynx. Ribcage splayed with lungs at peak load. Fecund 
& fatherfull. Monstrous
              & motherous.

In a Hindu creation tale, an altar where I kneel: 
Brahma split one Self— herself       and     himself— 
mating themselves to birth
all of it:               Skewbald stars.
             Marled dark.                    Brinded cows.
Trout.                Chestnut falls.                  Finches' wings
Beaches spackled with sequin-sand.
Landscape quilted.       Gear & tackle & trim.   God as adazzle
and dim, a dappled thing, fluid
like water, like wind.            Like this marbled world. God as snail 
trailing galaxies, home-hauling.             God as tree: bloom-bright- 
breeze-pollinating.                         They
parent-forth in coupled beauty, two hemispheres
fused in One Wisdom:
                            Praise them.
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Dayna Patterson

God the Mother Speaks of Matriphagy

I have set before you likenesses

desert spider    crab spider     lace-weaver

the mother drums her web: I am here I am here I am
or the mother fills with food-eggs too big to leave her body
or the mother liquifies and her clutch eats her alive

this I will do for you     have done      am doing      will do

faster, those young      quick to molt, to bulk and prey
less likely to cannibalize siblings

what is milk but a way to mother-eat,
draining even her bones     in my belly basket,
what will sustain you     in my wineskins,

enough to fill your hollows

beloved spiderlings, if you find yourselves
wild with hunger, born to barren, I will feed you
my body’s bread      my body’s flood

of white fire      of good burn

go on     take, swallow, & devour me

Dayna Patterson

God the Mother Speaks of Agency

Sometimes, children, you choose inuksuit.
White flags. A firepit and guitar pick.

You nurse a baby bat with a syringe,
drip apple juice on its pink tongue.

Other times you choose elephant tusks,
abandon the grey husk and hulking bones.

You are the tops I set spinning, knowing
you down to your cells, knowing about ledges,

centripetal force, friction.
All-knowing is not foreknowing.

I halve that apple, dig out with my knife’s point
arsenic seeds.

You’ve painted my friend, Satan, globe-trotter,
with a palette of black and smoke. Why

do you love the taste of blame, little
dodgers, little finger pointers.

You are the tops I spin, knowing every
groove in the grain.

Once in a while, you choose a cup of sun.
An ounce of soap. A thread of good.

Your agency is the leash I live by.
Sometimes, I gnaw at my restraint.

Sometimes, I sew my eyes shut.
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Ellen Gould

the seam

Halves of  the body fuse

along a Seam,

an unseen plane which is

not life but shears

clean through it

possessing

one dimension, 

unbreathing

A woman is known to be

its familiar, and so requires

this delicate divorce

from intimacy with

the Seam

as if it were her design

and not just a knife she knows

to cradle

Where it plumbs through

does she pull further instructions 

divined along that binding 

where she seals to herself

feed them through 

the corded center 

of the next body 

she fills

Leading a cloven life,

leaking steadily into

an unknown receiver

Mirrored mass

another node now stationed

in the centerline of her

gleaming proof of symmetry’s rule

riven with inevitable parting line

David Moolten

    (           "Luna"- Unmanned Soviet Spacecraft)

 For Odette

I've read the book of life 
in my mother's painstaking cursive,  
know January 4, 1959
she dispensed with the island
heat and glare by working at the base 
all day so she could teach an American to turn  
under the stars. In back, by the chickens, 
a radio sang its incendiary mambo 
and a goddess and her rapt lover cared 
little for the news, which streaked invisibly
over them. Yes, I looked up
a few things she failed to mention, going on  
about the ring, her dress, someday 
a son, how in the late hours
a Russian missile just missed 
the moon. It didn't matter that everyone slept 
in fear then, fear of a dark side 
and of the end. I was a fantasy, 
a brainchild, a distant aim conceived
on paper, tender pyrotechnics 
yet to come. But I already had a world 
she'd saved in this small way.

 (                                           )ΛΥΗΑ
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David Moolten

Wind Farm, Shanksville

 For Odette

The children might get anxious if they knew how 
whimsically, how almost eagerly we leave 
the highway and enter a landscape, 
risk arrest just because they point 
at “windmills.” Rembrandt never dreamed 
of a turbine or an airplane, ditto Van Gogh, 
these their hills we trespass, their wheat fields 
the monumental, commonplace sky touches 
in the middle of nowhere. We brush aside tall grass
with gusto as if beneath pedestrian allegiances 
we believe in another, quainter country 
like a past we can walk to, even live in 
not in spite of but because of its genius 
appearing so finite. But loneliness 
won't console us, nor the children's delight in gods 
who roar with an almost innovative patience,
flailing or perhaps beckoning.

Kimberly Ramos

Essay as an Aporia

(After Sumita Chakraborty’s Essay on Joy)

A star is brightest when viewed from the corner of the eye. To see a god swimming in his 
indulgence one must not look directly at him, but somewhere off to the side. It is something 
about the design of the retina, that silvery nebula stuffed in the back of the socket. An 
eye, when dissected, yields many parts, all of which fit in a fist. Heidegger writes, We are 
too late for the gods and too early for Being. All light is old when it reaches the eye. All 
images that reach the eye have already dissolved. I put my hand in the light but the light 
has moved on. If light had eyes, it would see everything instantaneously. It would jump 
from the sun to my palm. This is true. This is physics. The gods are gone but maybe a holy 
bone still explodes in my eyes. Maybe a bit of a god’s light still tumbles down the side of the 
mountain. A boy  once told me lightning was inefficient in the way it cut and curled and 
arced. If he had  designed lightning, it would hit the trees and roofs in a straight, vertical 
line. This,  he said, is good design. The light through the window laughed at his empty 
hands. Heidegger writes, To head toward a star—this only. At night I sit in the grass and wish 
for gravity to dissolve and hurl me from earth’s breast. I want to touch young light and hold 
a photon in my fist. I want to see a star swimming in its gods. A knife of lightning lodged 
in my eye. The gods are physics but maybe a boy still yields many parts. I am too early for 
forgetting and too late for looking. I am instantaneously inefficient. My path is not straight 
but a jagged arm holding the sky. A star is brightest when viewed from the corner of the eye.
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Craig Dinwoodie

a theory of beauty

he is where the birds will not go anymore—
 the snow fields and blue sky, with heavy air
in his lungs— I want to understand his love

 of horses, and how he lets his feelings touch
his silence, so I follow his pale eyes in secret
 and imagine the world into which they gaze—

only then can I find him at work in that barn,
 next to crates of blueberries picked at dawn,
whittling branches into vague expressions—

 he becomes the exterior dimension of a mood
like a stone table appearing warm with tomatoes—
 smells of oil, of hay— then a wooden chair snaps

from its shadow’s weight— suddenly I’m his body
 calling fields to echo open, like a boy hemmed
to the morning darkness, waiting for the weather

 of his wild horses— yet only from this distance
can I ask for more from him— coming through as
 whispers on the dirt drive to the farmhouse,

in the apple orchard, under the fragrant pines,
 around the ferns and ponds to the empty stable,
insisting:  your horses can never return again

 to this landscape without a theory of beauty —
still he stays of two minds: gravity or horizon—
 and I’m his only good ear, refusing to listen

alyssa hanna

daughter

what is the series of prayers you’re supposed to say at the funeral of a fruit?
i know i asked this already. i know you’re not entirely sure of the answer. i know there’s
a tournament of snakes set to be held in this churchyard the same time we’re scheduled
to bury our bruises.

///

i love to push off the edge of the horizon
it’s where all the things i want to do and undo and redo go when i can’t reconcile
the fact they are an incomplete colony of the ways i am a disappointment

in the parable i can fly to the sun and it doesn’t even matter

i find peace in the knowledge that i won’t live long enough to covet those killed by lava
just enough time to defy earth’s hourglass
or maybe see some resurrections

in the parable i can fold in like an umbrella and no one calls me closed off

///

this is the point in the story where we visit the safari of absent parents.
the girl searches for hers but she can’t tell if any of the wandering adults belong to her.

who has her face? her eyes? her predisposition to choosing
the worst out of anything?

in the parable they’re in there, somewhere, grazing with the rest of the herd
migrating towards the sun setting behind a castle filled with needles

this is the point in the story
where she remembers

her place—
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Kathleen Hellen

on "young girl with a basket of flowers"” 

—something rather appalling in the drawing of the legs and the feet, something.
 —Gertrude Stein

foot rhymes with foot 
all men are bull and blind to symmetries of violence 

her legs a pantomime of bare against the vivid red, her skin the basket
the task to make a vase out of the crime

Tsk-tsk I say, to those who minotaur the adolescent, then leave to paint 
another war in Spain 

she wears a ribbon in her hair, around her neck the first of stones 
her head is not a bowl of apples yet, 

give her time
she’ll fuse in different views
she’ll become the detonation

Kathleen Hellen

virginity

After Klimt’s The Maiden

in filigree a judith as the maiden who un-
heads

in ceilings as the genii in the sistine 
architecture   

a man seduced 
by veils 
like herod anti-
pater   

bright scarves 
folding and un-
folding 

to expose the porcelain 
hip

the parian 
nipple   

what of this picture 
of a figure 
in the center 

the pistil in the pale 
corolla   

the flower- 
faces in succession    

who ever wants to know 
something about me...
ought to look—he says, 
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the dream he keeps like Freud 
who likes them mostly sleeping

JoAnna Brooker

if desire is lightning

then the summer I felt the smolder was our first
on the mountain, in a copy of home—  still white
panes with black shutters, rotting underneath a splintered deck.

I smothered progesterone yams,
a perfumed cream into my forearms daily
a natural supplement to help with your period

Mama insisted, took my sex from a hidden pearl,
tucked under daisy dresses & yanked up silk blouses,
into kindling for my hips.

I had one slice of seventeen—
one week in late May,
when Tennessee was green, I kissed three boys.

two were after margaritas in the cicada dusk.
You, sober on a lush morning—
& I liked you the best.

the ice cream melted, & I collapsed
inside my own shame. selling my childhood
cherry oak table, leather couches, bunk bed,

books for scraps. the heat would simmer
at my ankles, I’d bristle my shoulders, garage
splayed open, taunting the searing sky

with pulsing insides. I got your first
make out text, a tapestry of grey on a shiny Iphone,
& I devoured it like gospel.

behind closed doors, on my knees,
as something burst inside of me
for the first time.

I remember your eyes, black like my first
crush, Sasuke Uchiha, face hawkish,
like Heathcliffe.
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the morning of your eighteenth birthday
we pirouetted around your carpet floor like cats
with yarn in our jaws,

the carpet burn on my elbow I picked at,
over, & over,
that summer.

always returning
to tender, pink that smarted
in a delicious way.

You spent the rest of the summer behind a projector,
popcorn best friend & a girlfriend
I didn’t know existed, except in the figments

of Facebook gut punches. for years,
I thought I was an oak,
yellow pine on the parched cliff.

& when lightning cracked, it bolted.
incinerating voltage, burning me alive,
& leaving me to ash.

yet, in embers, I pulsed. I still
sparked. I was the
lightning, instead.

Hikari Miya

Four of Swords

why the hell / do I keep seeing / this card / in every reading / concerning me / 
this is / an unnecessary / toxic / relationship 

disturbed by the beauty of dreams / again call for the baku / but these dreams aren’t nightmare 
enough / for him to pass by / maybe we’ve grown too old 

fall again / into pill-induced melatonin enhanced sleep / see his leering face / hear his whining 
taunting voice / sweat seeps through to reality / rub the dampness deeper

soft gray dawn light is shocking / blankets are pulled over head / count faded stars / cloud heavy 
sheep / rolling oranges / wonder when sleep will mean recovery

pull on sweats / an old college t-shirt / walk around the ditch bank / in black sandals heating / 
dusty feet / marvel at the existence / of so many circling swallows 

finally open / the untouched novel / savor every page / sit sun drenched / on window ledge / 
stretch like a cat / hum an old tune / bless the weight of a stone / warmed by hands

play the melody / itching on fingers / out into the piano / brightness breaking / moonlit skies / lay 
back in beanbag chair / stare into closed eyelids / become breathing metronome / timeless
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Betsy Housten

Anatomy of a Handcuff

Some Lovers Try Positions That They Can’t Handle: 
an essential worker’s mnemonic to remember 
the names of carpal bones. Pinned 

behind a disobedient torso, wrists angle 
in a manner unbecoming. State bracelets scrape 
over scaphoid, lunate, triquetrum, pisiform – 

this last the last to ossify, at the age of twelve, 
mini-island at the edge of each hand, its prominence 
commensurate to the size of the fight. Teeth 

catch. Rivets ratchet tighter with every 
attempt to wrench free. Some say the lock
can be picked but only if you practice for the day 

they’ll haul you in, trapped in a paddy wagon 
thinking trapezium, trapezoid, capitate, hamate, 
words that sound like weapons, or shapes 

you learned in grade school, when men in uniform 
just meant it was dinnertime, bunch of uncles 
knocking back beers, laughing too loud.

Betsy Housten

Changeling

Once your human use dries up, travel to the forest outside 
the city. Pack light. What you need to survive, you will identify 
by  discovery.  Rest  is  a  weapon.  Good  will  never  be  simple. 
Mischief   may   include   gender   wanderlust,   tendencies   of 
defiance, chaotic shadows born from fears of belonging and 
boundary. Beware perils, but keep an eye out for magic. Cast 
frost and fire, charm animals, cure wounds. The elf moon has 
a thousand faces, wild with ethereal reward, freely glistening 
over silvery trees. Druid, rogue, sorceress, bard: dream a new 
dimension.   Adventure   together.   Roll   performance.   Roll 
sleight  of  hand.  Dodge  the  guardians  of  binary  alongside 
other characters who have come this far.

This is an erasure poem. Source text: Dungeons & Dragons 
Player’s Handbook, version 5e
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Kristy Bowen

Two Headed Mother and Her Two Headed Baby

Buying enough barrettes was hard.  All day long the cats dropped litters
of kittens in the closets and the faucets ran dry.  What we thought was
novelty shined like the sharp edge of a scalpel, the surgeons table

where we'd all undress and wait for hands.  On our thighs, on our throats.
The man in Augustus who offered us a soda for a peak beneath
our skirt. Everything hurt in those days, my sister with her dead ear,

the whirl of colors when I closed my eyes and lay down on the bed. 
Between the two of us, we could easily get out a sentence, but rarely
did it include no. Something that almost split but didn't tingling

in our spines.  For the longest time, our mother called us different 
names, but now we answer to the same. To the drain of lights
out on the street and the sequence of backseats. In trouble, they'd

smirk from behind the drugstore counter. But double throated
and swollen we'd hobble through the aisles with our heads high. 
The child inside, double tongued and thickening.

Kristy Bowen

I Was Big Foot's Love Slave

At first we were happy in the woods. Pine sap
and endless games of backgammon. How he'd roll
me into his body while sleeping. The creep of moss

across the floor up over our bodies. The perks in dating
a secretive man, the secrets hidden in plain sight. The dog
that belonged to him, but didn't.  The fog that gathered

when we fucked, always on the floor. The women he loved
before, all sirens and witches, and me, so human, So typical.
So angry when mud stained the sheets and squirrels

nested in the rafters. So happy to be adored, I'd wash
the cave until my fingers bled. Squash the insects
that crawled from his fur with my red heels, but still

he'd drag the deer he'd hunted, bloody, back our bed.
Sometimes he'd hide in the closet to pretend he didn't exist. 
The dog would disappear for days.
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B. Tyler Lee

Schrödinger's Heart

I know you think it’s defective, a mass of busted tubing 
you can’t fill the way others do with kitten sneezes 
and baby elephant eyes, with snow-dusted Christmas 
trees and families marshalled to breathe in cloved ham.
The trappings which fuel the ordinary heart can’t sustain
you—you couldn’t locate a valve to pump a dozen red
roses through if you tried.          
           Your heart, instead, 
is Schrödinger’s box: sealed, radioactive, noxious. Or not. 
All states contained at once—a bomb detonated and coiled 
in wait, your love in rigor mortis even as it teems and buzzes. 
Your grief both looms (a derelict staircase rising endlessly 
into the mesosphere) and fixes itself (an obsidian slab 
sinking into Earth’s mantle). Your anger is electron 
and proton, dark matter and the crime scene photographer’s 
blazing flash. Unmeasured, immune to epistemologies, 
your heart starts and stops time at whim, Saturn’s 
archrival. Niels Bohr could better explain your heart 
than Carl Jung: you occur as wave function and wormhole, 
enduring ampersand.
                                       You’ve called your heart a failure, 
unfillable. But it’s only because you’ve wasted your life—
your Janusian leaping across all of space and spectral flux—
searching for the nonexistent fuel door to a quantum engine.

B. Tyler Lee

Mrs. Mencken, 1930

Love is the delusion that one woman differs from another. 

Whenever a husband and wife begin to discuss their marriage they are     
giving evidence at a coroner's inquest.
 —H.L. (Henry Louis) Mencken

In Montgomery that summer, I found a mourning dove hung 
by its trident foot, caught in the red yarn of a nest

as it tried to take flight—for the first time, the last.

It shuddered alive at my touch, an angry coo
blooming from its throat. I could not free it

without crushing one wing, and still Alabama 

would not approve my right to vote. 1919. You remember.
Even after that Tennessee man reread his mother’s 

letter—be a good boy...and vote for suffrage—and passed 

our measure, I kept the browning leaflets. Look for them 
in the top drawer of my chest when this all goes south

again. Suffrage, we called it, as if each ballot formed

a wound, as if making all people victims also made
them equal. How could you? Such a misogynist, you say now. 

My word is shorter: Henry. Ask about my marriage

and I will tell you about the blood blooming
in my lungs. That here, consumption means

we are all consumed. And my name—Sara

sometimes means Look at the salt stains left on this pillow, 
or, Read this column; find the errors. When we finish, 

and the commas have found their peace, Sara is wife, 
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even just woman. We are all the same and none alike, 
hung by our own needs to flail and cough, to splinter. 

Offer me nine years and a female senator.

Offer me your one vaccine. Offer me a new disease
with a beautiful name: typhus, cholera, silent

anemia. Failing all else, offer me five more years

of Sara and Henry. Throw coins to the sources
of my stories; bind me to the false life

of the swiftly dying. Let there be nothing left 

but woman and man, our sweats and hatreds
caught in bitter symmetry—blossom

and loss, blossom and loss.

Aiden Heung

To A Woman Who Sells Flowers

Between the glass facade
that the heat of an August afternoon eats into,
and the asphalt road
that courses like a rumpled river, 
she sits alone, her hair
slicked back to a perfunctory knot.
In her basket white against
oily brown, flowers
confess defeat, carefully wrapped
in an old newspaper.
What is she if not the last bearer
of the last pageantry
of a careless summer?
Before her perfumed men and women
pass by twos and threes 
and a brutal sun tosses down
hot needles.
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Aiden Heung

Still the Cleaving August

The street vendor pedals
in the summer heat
at noon every shade
expelled to the gutter
a patch of sewage                                       
                still the
swelter in the cul-de-sac
of an unswept
lane.
Goods strung on the bike                                    
              cleaving 
the city in half
like a knife
into soft bread.
On both sides
steel silence
fused with glass blue,                                   
            August
hammered into every facade
bruising his figure
into blurring dross.
And almost unnoticed
he pedals past the violent
violet
graffiti—

Rachel Lee

Korean as a Second Language

In the final days of class, I learn two methods for make-
your-own kimchi. The first of the two, which I prefer,
goes like this: take one whole napa cabbage and chop
in half. Spread salt liberally between the leaves and let
sit. Prepare the paste thick—the gochugaru will paint
everything deep red. When rubbing it in, make sure
your fingertips reach between every leaf. This kimchi
ferments and sours slowly, marries crisp cabbage

and sticky chili. The other instead prepares quickly.
Scatter the leaves between your fingers. Toss
red flakes in with chives and stripped turnip.
Jam them in a jar to sit. Get it just-filled to the
brim with brine. This kimchi is bite-sized cabbage,
pre-chopped to the size you like best. I learn two
methods to make my own kimchi. And then, at the end
of class, I learn that made-in-Korea is always superior.
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Mike Puican

Election Day

As we take our seats, we’re handed bags 
of rubies to make us more comfortable 
with the loss of loved ones. Flight attendants 
float through the dread with a choice 

of complimentary beverages. The plane 
rises and heaves. We sit like lame ducks 
glaring at our SkyMalls. The pilot 
announces upon landing we’ll be hanged. 

A teenager has smuggled a machete down 
his pants. (Don’t pull it out yet, Fabio.) 
The pilot says our sins will never be
forgiven. Below us, the city writhes 

in what might appear to be ecstasy, the mob’s 
fork stuck in its “democratic” heart.

Morgan Eklund

Grocery Store Burning

My hand now placed on my thigh. Where your hand used to rest. I understand my own 
weight more like a leg coming out of sleep. I understand why birds migrate and why I’ve 
never held anything small with feathers. Your hand on my thigh. Your hand not on my 
thigh. I’m still a thigh frozen in the grocery store. Styrofoam bed creaking. Raw cuts. Cold 
waiting. How was I pumping blood days ago and now I’m tundra looking to thaw?  Why 
will I still end beating hot boiling mad. Because you’re not here, I have to ask myself more 
questions. Are we out of milk? How many more eggs are left? What do I want for dinner?  
Do you remember how difficult it was to shop together? I could never tell you what I 
wanted—even from the next aisle over. You could never read my mind. The list forgotten 
at home. The coupons cut but lost. I could never tell you—I hated the idea of buying 
food just to eat it in minutes. Taming this craving lined tongue. The fun house mirror 
hungering eating my stomach. What I really wanted to do was to burn the entire place 
down. Start with the produce. Rub two carrots together until they break a spark. Watch it 
all go up in orange flames while I eat fried chicken from a bucket across the street. Watch 
the crowd migrate away.
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Morgan Eklund

Ghost Heart in Shape of Blue Hydrangea

I want to be your meaning of nature. The one outside of me. I want
to be outside of us. I want to be the one word I got correct on the spelling test,
Hydrangea. I want to be another word. I want to be the word, blister. Blister
is the answer to the question. I want to be the answer to the question, or I want
to be the question. I want to be, “What does the end of a relationship look
like?” I want to be, what are we the ghost of? Ghost of blisters. Ghost of paired 
bodies measured by cold used tea bags. Ghost of every breath of wind that has blown 
through your hair and then into mine. Ghost of past sweat between our palms.
Not Ghost of our ending but Ghost of you sitting next to me. Ghost of the living.
Ghost of once I told my mother my heart wasn’t beating. Ghost of once we saw 
your mother’s heart stop beating. Ghost of that rural western Kentucky hospital that felt
more like a small school. I want to be a heart that doesn’t want to climb out of its own body.
I want to be a heart that wants to be a Ghost of.  I want to be a blue Hydrangea. I want to
tell you Ghost of man dreaming of moving. Ghost of man still. I want to be words 
crawling from my teeth grinding back into you. Ghost of stopping to plant a ghost heart.
Beat once if you can still hear me.

Eliza Browning

Self-Portrait as a Deer in Four Seasons

    I.      January

I leave before dark.          The winter splits
            my deer-heart at its seams,
dissects the veins from my still-beating chest.
            I am half in shadow, halfway between wood
and bone, the last of an endangered flock.
             Unwatched, I pass from one realm to the next.

   II.      February

In the shade, the half-light catches on barbed wire.
             Skin tangles on the fencepost,
strangling the thin pulse         of these diurnal hours.
       Thrashing in the dusk, we move between
the white-tailed days,
                          a creeping, crepuscular thing.

  III.      March

We track the rhythm of their movements,
           migration patterns through the inner woods.
Pathology: winter injuries,
              a bleeding deer caught           on a fence,
lungworm, tufts of fur and blood;
             then leaving home to study.

 IV.       April

Once, we found the body of a dead deer
             scissored in a field, its ribs sunken in the cave
of its chest. Coyotes had slaughtered it days before.
                          Its antlers         spelled out ten winters.
I was ten years old.
             I held the antlers to my head like a crown.

   V.       May

How a body lies fallow with the changing of seasons,
             the hollow of its chest
still untouched.           Returning in the waist-high grass,
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             we find the bleached spine and skull
resting in place, the limbs
             dragged off by coyotes only days before.

VI.        June

In high school my teacher explains the name
              of our capitol, a city that straddles the river cleaving the state.
Etymology of Hartford: after Hertford, England.
                         This is a locational name of Olde English origin
which derives from ‘Heorot-forda,’
             or the crossing place of the deer .

VII.      July

I am the Hunter and the Hunted,
             a half-hooved thing, the Horned King
that hides in the underbrush.              There is no god here but myself.
             We’ll go gamboling through the countryside
ducking under branches, until we lose ourselves
             in the still reflections                 on the surface of the lake.

VIII.     August

Listen now, wooded thing —
             as a child I saw men in fur coats
gut the belly of a deer.             It was cold outside when they opened him up,
             crucified on a post in the hunting camp.
Their long knives flashed
             until only bone and sinew were left.

IX. September

Walking through the dew-wet orchard,
             our feet leave                damp impressions in the field.
The trees, whittled by beetles, are stunted in their decay.
             We bed down in the windblown brush,
the sweet decay of apples drifting over the bones of dormice,
             a rabbit rib sticking like a wishbone in the grass.

X. October

The moon rises like an egg in the near-dawn sky.
             The crow flies at zenith.                        Primed like an arrow,
the night spits out flame, Artemis and her foxes
             baying for blood. The blood moon over the hollow
with its distant, indefatigable face.

             The rich-red of the sky and its battered yolk.

XI. November

We travel all day and arrive at nightfall.
            For the harvest,            the men cure meat on sticks.
Janus the two-faced god makes a threshold
             of our village, pours out his offerings. I want to be of an animal,
my breached chest of tendon and marrow,
            my skin split and hung in the smokehouse for drying.

XII. December

We take off running before morning comes.
            Where the wintergrass grows, the loam lies undisturbed.
There’s nothing around for the taking.
            Still, I linger in the frost. I watch the treeline at nightfall.
I am waiting to dissolve into the dark.
             I am waiting for them to come find me.
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Eliza Browning

Plymouth County

I stepped onto the sidewalk
              from the darkness of the museum
and the sky set itself ablaze,

              the horizon shrinking exponentially
as it grew. We all think we
              have highway vision. The headlights,

blurring, tip into the long stream
              of traffic. The streetlamps renounce
the night to announce the day.

              Here, in the oldest building in the oldest city
in the second-oldest state,
              I spent my days searching for missing parts,

exchanging origins for the objects,
              tangible, I clasp in my fist. How cities
aid in their own myth-making.

              Late summer, a scrim of salt on the harbor,
the white sails flagging
              as they went by , I remember last June,

in an older place still.  The girl
              and I climbed to the top of the monument
where we could see five counties.

              The boy waited for me somewhere
on the shore of another coast.
              They would both hurt me without

knowing why. I would let them
              break me open without resistance, waves pummeling
cliffside until I opened my eyes

              to the sting of pain. An afternoon leaning
toward autumn, evening perched
              on the fencepost, settling over the terrestrial plain

while a few miles apart,

              their house lights blinked on and off. Slowly.
Repetitively. The obelisk hovering

              in the dim, shoring up the sins of our forebears —
all those pilgrims lost on stolen land,
              stranded on the shores of this old world.
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Eliza Browning

The Sea Captain's Wife Asks for Mercy at the End of the World

The land turns itself inside out like a socket.
             Where there was once wetland, water cleaves to sky.
I think the sea is of one mind — when it breathes,
             the horizon flickers like some greater divinity stilling the waters.

So does my husband — when his ship leaves the marshes,
             I watch the masthead warble as the sun breaks over the bay.
No, I’m not from the sacred flatland. I don’t know how
             to dig in the sand for mussels, slicing my palms on their coppery roughness.

I don’t scour the slate streets of this old city for mercy.
             At the meetinghouse, the minister says   a channel in his head opened
and in poured light . Behind Friendship Street,
             the cemetery dead  float below waterline in their graves.

Their widows wring grief out of saltwater, drag the windows
             of their homes in mourning. The canals open and water rushes in.
Here, on this not-an-island with its lighthouse flickering
             at the frayed edges, I tire of chasing down whales and men.

I wanted to be something empty, as open and perforated
             as a wound. So I became the water, the vessel which holds
life inside and out. I want to understand why this place is called Providence —
             who is saved here, who saves themselves.

Willie James

Surveying the Change of Tides

I stand at the edge of Ozette to glean,
off-handedly, the ghost I sometimes lean into,
coat wide open. It’s hard, goodbyes—the boats 
tap the chains to their anchors and I
keep hearing: Gone. Gone. Gone.
I imagine the plastic umbrella I used to own 
and the day its pole shoved beyond its wet 
canopy. How it lifted, fighting the air, in flight.
Now the tide is rolling its shoulders 
over the coast. Dormant creatures decide to leave 
their homes, floating to the surface for the moon.
In this light, everything is just beginning to be 
identified, labeled, loved. Waiting 
here, trembling. I didn’t want to go.
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Ashanti Anderson

Slave Ship Haibun

One day a descendant of ours will go on a Carnival cruise and still find time to think of 
us. She will hear the boom-hiss of a house mix but think haiwezekani kuwa na amani 
bila kuelewa. She will stare down a  wave,  study  its  dance  moves,  note  the  direction  it  
takes  depends  solely  on  the  angle  of  her  own glance. And she will wonder, is that the 
most profound thing she might learn about water. 

She will crawl under the bed in attempt to imagine how we once felt, then curse at having 
too much space to move. At 6:30 in the morning she will spill a bowl of grits on the liquor-
soaked deck and eat the cold, bleached cornmeal with her hands. She will ponder disease. 
She will envisage death. And she will speculate, the gulls must have stepped near us to 
pluck between planks for grain as they do now. 

But she thinks not of how we watched the birds circle overhead, bomb beak-first into the 
ocean. Each in our own way, we began to imitate. A few of us induced feathers. I plucked a 
plume, made a quill.

Crabs scratch backs, claw steel 
pail. One’s back to another
is a ladder home.

Translation (from Swahili): It is impossible to be at peace without understanding it.

Ashanti Anderson

Acrostic for my Last Breaths

If I’m ever out of oxygen

Cut the comms. Switch the radio, play
A song by Whitney or Aretha, something
No sense can pause my throat from parting for.
‘Gon throw my sorrows into this vast, black void
That don’t even have space to hold tune, or blues,

But I don’t sing to be heard. I do it to keep on.
Ring diaphragm and rattle lung like sickness, each
Eighth-note a reason to stay living. Can’t take
A rest, might hear the sensor’s whining,
That worried, heaving falsetto of siren. 
How I hate the sound of dying. Rather riff
Even if everything in me stops screaming.
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John Belk

the young immortal plane

after Brian Kershisnik

here lies a buffalo   here lies a mountain of buffalo
here lies a wrestler telling  stories with the soft animal
of his body
here lies a goldfinch & a starling    skinned
by the neighborhood cats

in 1872  one-point-eight million buffalo were killed
in the fields of North America
i visited once            the long grass like 
swells of air released from the chest of a dream
wildreed & petrichor        tinseled heaving
of earth & sky     i bottled the wind   carried it 
into the mountains with buffalo skin & a knife made of stone     
i put it to sleep by the fire

& i looked for things with my tool      a saying     
scry     a cotton gin & a chokehold      the barrel of a gun
in 1873 another one-point-eight million buffalo were killed
here water evaporates as prayer
here lies an ancient ocean      salt       billions 
of scattered seedheads          a good story 
or two    both cruel & kind    drawn from the bones of a man    
the skull of a slow-moving sort of cow

John Belk

definition of the continental shelf

n.   the segment of ocean floor ownable 
by men    where light still travels       
cookie-sweet & fading   all energy and    
flamboyance    a crown of thorns   
we’ve had since we were young

the man says survivors are always happy 
because at least they are alive    they sing 
their songs       tell tales of their hurt      
give it a spine and feed it       ragged 
on floors of silent seas

the man says slavery is in little things
a tea set from Saxony    cufflinks    a sweet-meal 
biscuit from Leeds    12 nautical miles 
offshore is the furthest a nation can claim
beyond that  :   the sum of all we can’t hold 

but shelves are curate       emancipate   
meant to show & to tell      a bird feather    
beads        the friend we hurt       a dream     meant
to scrawl our mark on the curve of the earth
to die with crumbs on our faces ;
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Jamie Wendt

They Screamed Burning

 1903

They hover over a spread newspaper, the Kishinev massacre
back home, but back there was not home anymore.
So in a Chicago kitchen, they stare, bloodshot, into words that stab,
and let their mourning echo within these four walls, a silent symphony.

Back home, which wasn’t really home anymore,
these violent days feel like the broken glass and bones of childhood – 
shops and homes burning, silence echoing through four walls, a symphony of fear. 
Their parents all tried to help, to recover stolen property. 

These violent days feel like the broken glass and bones of childhood.
They were callow, caught watching the woman raped on her doorstep
as her parents tried to help, to recover stolen property.
The Pale’s past blurs each current moment, ruminates, adds depth to memory.

They were callow, caught watching the woman raped on her doorstep
before they fled to America. Exiles. Jewish refugees. 
The past resurfaces in their blurry minds, memories ruminating from the Pale
despite strong-willed efforts to forget, assimilate, bury the dead.

Before fleeing to America, exiled Jews screamed burning, screamed ash,
screamed bodies, bodies screamed. Their eyes dissolve in darkness
with strong-willed efforts to forget, assimilate, bury the dead 
by pressing their hot moaning bodies on the bed, lovers intertwined. 

Their bodies scream pleasure, their eyes dissolve in darkness,
and she knows a baby is growing where many had died. 
By pressing their hot moaning bodies on the bed, intertwined, 
they pretend that they can transform, erase the shivering pain of mourning,

pretend that they can conceive a baby when so many are dying. 
In bed together, they spread out the newspaper, the massacre hovering.
We can erase the pain of mourning. Transform. Migrate. Start over
in Chicago. They stare, bloodshot, into words that stab.
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Pacem 001

Damien Diaz-Diaz       

100 x 115 cm, Salt Refined Organic oil painting on wood 
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Pacem 004

Damien Diaz-Diaz

110 x 125 cm, Salt Refined Organic oil painting on wood 

Monadic 001

Damien Diaz-Diaz

82 x 109 cm, Salt Refined Organic oil painting on wood 
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Monadic 004

Damien Diaz-Diaz

84 x 105 cm, Salt Refined Organic oil painting on wood 

Lumen 002

Damien Diaz-Diaz

82 x 116 cm, Salt Refined Organic oil painting on wood 
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It is Loss Which Teaches Us The Value Of Life

DeAnne Williamson

24'' x 30'' mixed media on canvas 

When In Doubt, Look For The Signs

DeAnne Williamson

24'' x 30'' mixed media on canvas
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Heart Made Of Fire 

DeAnne Williamson

24'' x 24'' mixed media on canvas

Can't Stay Silent 

DeAnne Williamson

24'' x 30'' mixed media on canvas
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It Was Heavy And She Carried It All  

DeAnne Williamson

24'' x 30'' mixed media on canvas

The Folk

Jens Brasch

38'' x 48'' Oil and acrylic paint and gold leaf
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The Folk

Jens Brasch

38'' x 48'' Oil and acrylic paint and gold leaf

Inflame with light

Jens Brasch

4ft. x 5ft. Oil and acrylic paint, neon words, 
floor on/off pedals  
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Invisible with light

Jens Brasch

4ft. x 5ft. Oil and acrylic paint, neon words, 
floor on/off pedals  

Migration Panel 01

Ana Zanic

9" x 12", watercolor and burn marks on   
    wood panel 
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Migration Panel 02

Ana Zanic

9" x 12", watercolor and burn marks on   
    wood panel 

Migration Panel 03

Ana Zanic

9" x 12", watercolor and burn marks on   
    wood panel 
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Standing Man

Sarah Yun

12'' x 24'' acrylic on two canvas

Controlled Burn 4

Elsa Munoz~

24'' x 30'' Oil on panel 
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Controlled Burn 9

Elsa Munoz~

8'' x 8'' Oil on panel 

Primordial Conversations

Elsa Munoz~

24'' x 24'' Oil on panel 
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Summer Boy

Elsa Munoz~

24'' x 24'' Oil on panel 

Nightshore

Elsa Munoz~

16'' x 12'' Oil on panel 
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Wendy Thompson Taiwo

Blasian
     
     shout-out to Mitzi

1.

Why you so dark?
Why you nose so big?
You look just like 
you daddy.

Why you hair so curly, 
like one big dreadlock?
Look at you hips so big like 
black woman hips.

Why you so desperate for 
love you go in any man car?
Do you want to get pregnant?
Do you want to throw you 
life away?

I should have never 
marry you father.

Don't make same mistake 
I did and marry 
black man.  

If you marry black man 
make sure he good one, 
not one of those 
ghetto man.

Now you child gonna be 
so dark because you half-black 
already and you husband 
so dark, real black.

Why you say that?  
Of course 
I love you. 
I sacrifice everything.  

How can I be racist against 
black when I marry
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you father?

No, I never shame of you. 
Why you believe that?

Look at you baby nose 
so black.
Hair
lips
feet
tongue
hands
body

So black.
So black.
So black.

2.

I never wanted to write about my mother. The hands that did everything. Pulled out 

baby teeth and cooked ham hocks and collared greens and grabbed my hair in fists 

before twisting the strands into two frizzy pigtails. The mouth that said “I love you” 

before cursing the color of my skin and the mark of my father’s race, the two things that 

robbed her of her pride whenever she walked by other Chinese people who could only 

imagine her going home every night to a big black dick; the big black dick that made 

those brown-skinned children walking beside her. 

 How could she have married and made a life with a big black dick? A big black dick 

that paid twice the interest for the expensive suburban 3 bed/2 bath home she currently 

lives in. The big black dick that delivered on the American dream back in 1980 with a 

cut-grass lawn and a dog that was eventually given away after it kept getting beaten for 

digging holes in the yard. It cried just like her children did when it was beaten, the dog 

not the dick, although, I’m sure the dick also cried being the product of a nation that 

hates black people and the dicks that produce them.

 See, even now I’m writing about my daddy when it began as a testament about why 

3.

If I admit that I was raised by an Asian mother—short, Chinese, generous, unfiltered, 

small feet, Christian, stubborn, and armed with a chicken feather duster—what does 

that do to my blackness?  

Asking for a friend. 

4.

A reiteration of #3: 

There is a racial lexicon for understanding blackness in relation to whiteness. Blackness 

and whiteness are every black person’s history. 

Answer these questions: 

 who was the slave master slash rapist slash founding father/who did our 

 breasts suckle and shrivel up for/who was the reason for the lynching 

 party/who brought the rope/who took the picture/who did we get our heads 

 busted open by when we marched across bridges and assembled in public 

 spaces/who always wanted a piece and loved the music/who invited us to 

 dinner/who knew their daddy would get mad/who still refers to their 

 nephews and nieces as mulattos/who always considered us like family/who 

 talks about us to their peers and says we’re one of the good ones/who is 

 always interrupting our lives/always creeping (or resurfacing) in our gene 

 pool and DNA/always why we struggle?

But for black Asian folks, it’s basically fusion food, Korean stores in the hood, and hip hop 

video vixens. That’s the lexicon. Mumbo sauce, fried chicken, and combination fried rice 

from the sketchy Chinese takeout with the rude cashier behind bulletproof glass. Oh, and 
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being the trophy of every successful brother who only wants to date you because you’re fine 

with slanted eyes and “good hair” but still black so it’s not considered selling out.

5.

Write your truth, my paternal aunt says. Not just the black part with the pain and migration 

and skin and history but the mother, the womb. The veins like blue silly string that gave you 

life and connected you to heartbeat and breath and other inherited things like eczema, a 

youthful face, the tendency to open-mouth laugh and carry pain in your thighs, that same 

sad lover’s heart, and the jade necklace on red string pressed into your chest.

Write about that, about what it means to be mixed race.

But all I can think about are the words sung like a lullaby across my face my whole 

life:

So black.
So black.
So black.

Christine Sneed

The Music Room

 I met Julie on the first day of fifth grade.  We were nine, this being an era when 

children routinely started kindergarten at four years old.  My birthday was in late 

September, hers late November, she having barely made the age cutoff of December 1.  

That first morning, I was the last student to slink into the music room at the far end of our 

long, tiled middle school hallway.  One tiny chair remained, the smallest and closest to 

the floor.  After I sat down, Julie turned and peered at me through her huge glasses.  I too 

wore a pair of ugly eyeglasses, and I was also the new girl, my unmarried parents having 

moved us south over the summer to a northern suburb of Chicago from a small two-

bedroom house in Green Bay where we’d lived for four years as the morally dubious quasi-

hippie family on the block.  My father paid $22,000 for that house on Colonial Avenue, 

which was a mile from Lambeau Field, and on Sundays during the fall and early winter, 

we could hear the Packer games, the sounds of cheering fans and the announcers’ voices, 

alternately urgent and lilting, reaching us when the wind blew out of the south. 

 Julie was less shy than I was.  Despite the unflattering glasses, which she would 

replace with a more delicate pair before the end of the year, she was naturally friendly and 

universally liked.  In high school she became a redhead, but before then we’d had the same 

hair color—dark brown, not mousy, but not glamorous either.  I admired her immensely.  

It was my first real love affair, although entirely platonic, both of us infatuated with a series 

of hulking, sometimes nerdy boys who for the most part ignored us, although we kissed 

some of them at spin-the-bottle parties, and Julie would win the heart of one, who was 

later stolen from her by her older sister. 

*
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She married young and a year and a half later filed for divorce.  Her husband was 

from a farm town in North Dakota.  He was angry, incurious, and seemingly proud of 

his ignorance of women and books and the world beyond our American borders.  She 

was taller than he, and he resented this, teasing her roughly for being long-legged.  I 

was relieved she didn’t begin to slouch on his bullying account.  His older brother wore 

sunglasses to their wedding and refused to take them off.  She married him, I think, 

because for a brief time he rescued her from the boredom and disorientation of our 

mid-twenties when college was far enough in the past to seem almost dream-like, and 

adulthood with its disappointments and exigencies and routines had begun to make too 

many strident, stultifying demands of us.  

I was relieved when she left him, but she cried more than I’d ever previously known her 

to.  She still felt responsible for him, for his happiness, his bills, his purported inferiority 

complex and loneliness.  I was harsh and judgmental in our conversations, congratulating 

her for getting rid of him, tone-deaf to her misery over hurting someone who despite his 

unworthiness of her, she had nonetheless loved for a little while. 

Before long we found ourselves in our late twenties, these years easier, somehow more 

festive and freewheeling, than our early twenties were—we were still so young, and on 

some weekends we went dancing in country bars in far-flung suburbs where horses grazed 

in rich people’s expansive yards, and I didn’t know if I’d ever marry and she said she didn’t 

want to, not again. 

The men we danced with at these country bars were courtly and very good at the two-

step, the swing, the sweetheart schottische.  These nights had the spark of suspense and 

an absence of consequence.  We weren’t there to pick anyone up, only to dance.  We went 

out with other men instead, ones who lived closer to us, some of whom weren’t available 

for emotional or other reasons, Julie able to keep everything light, whereas I eventually fell 

for a man twenty years my senior—he was, in fact, a year older than my mother. He was 

divorced, his one child only six or seven years younger than I was.  He had moved to the 

U.S. from Turkey 25 years earlier, and he had another girlfriend whom he assured me he 

wasn’t serious about—they saw other people, it was fine, fine!, but this was soon revealed 

to be a lie, one of several.  Very early on, it all swiftly went off the rails, and this runaway 

train kept crashing along disastrously for many more months. 

* 

Now I call this vivid, awful stretch of time the year of self-knowledge, although in the 

moment I could only see events through a fog of lust and hope and paralyzing despair.  I 

had never in my life suffered so acutely.  I wrote love poems and sent them to him.  He 

was in love with me too.  Maybe.  It was impossible to tell.  Julie, without planning to, 

met the man who would become her second husband.  I didn’t envy her.  I wanted what I 

wanted and she wanted something else. 

That year was filled to the brim with self-recrimination and suffering.  Along with 

the year of self-knowledge, I might have called it the year of humility.  Any previous 

judgments I’d made about other people embroiled in affairs or relationships they should 

have exited long ago—those exclamations of “Why would he do that?” “What is wrong 

with her?”  “What an idiot.” “What an asshole!” made in the full heat of self-righteousness 

and an absence of empathy—well, I’d had my comeuppance.  Rare is the thing that is what 

it appears to be. 

I broke it off with him, for good, finally, although I was certain his girlfriend didn’t 

know it was I who ended it.  When I called him that night in early October to say it was 

unequivocally over, he didn’t try to change my mind.  Julie thought he would call again, 

begging to see me at least one more time, but he never did.  I knew he was a coward and 

a liar, the two faults so often paired.  I wasn’t sentimental in my distress.  I was deeply sad 

and angry and heartbroken.  It felt as if I would never get over him.
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Afterward, I’d run into him from time to time in the town where we both lived, and he 

would look at me and smile and sometimes he’d try to talk to me if no one who knew us 

was around to observe and report our conversation to his girlfriend.  More than once this 

angry, wronged woman had called me at work, impatient for a fight.  She left messages 

on my answering machine at home, too.  She assailed me on the street, calling me names, 

hotly venting her fury over having been cheated on, as if I deserved all of the blame, but 

to her mind, of course, I did.  After all, she had stayed with him, despite knowing he was a 

cheat, and she needed to justify this decision. 

Julie watched the effects of this melodrama on me from a safe distance; she was a 

newly remarried woman, ostensibly endowed with more common sense and resources 

than I.  She was also pregnant, expecting her first child.  But she wanted to know every 

single detail, and I could not resist—I went over everything again and again: the window-

rattling sex, how it felt to be with him, as if a tidal wave of male heat and fur and muscle 

had raised me up until I came plummeting down again, shuddering and gasping from 

the pleasure and mind-obliterating thrill of it.  In a doomed relationship like ours, I 

recognized, you must learn to live in the short term only, stringing one meager hour to the 

next, to the next time you can see him, to the next time you will be permitted to take him 

away from all the other people and distractions that his life is filled with when you are not 

together, which is most of the time.  

You learn the accounting and economy of want and deprivation. The balance sheets 

are imposing, the deficits enormous, payment always due.  Julie wanted to hear more.  She 

never judged.  In truth, she encouraged.  She wanted romance, and I was having one, or 

had had one that remained blindingly bright in my mind’s eye.  She told me she wanted 

lovers of her own after the baby was born.  I told her I never wanted to live through 

anything like it again.

To this she said, “You say that now.” 

I told her I meant it.

She said, “Of course you do.”

She once met the man who for a time I was so destroyed by.  She didn’t see what all the 

uproar was about.  But I suppose I hadn’t expected her to.  It was a good thing, I realized.  

To her, he was merely an ordinary man. 

Of all the boys we’d met at school and elsewhere, there were only three we’d both had 

crushes on at the same time.  One of them she got; another we both got, a few years apart. 

In the third and most poignant case (our crush on this boy, Ben, extending well into our 

twenties), neither of us ever got him.  

     

She stayed married to the second husband and had another child.  I met someone 

and moved away with him.  Five years passed, then another five, and he and I were still 

together. 

One night when I was home in Illinois for a summer visit, Julie and I met for dinner 

at a restaurant her husband Don refused to go to—the bar only sold microbrews and the 

servers didn’t get his jokes—she gave me a canny look and said, “What would you do if 

Ben called you right now and wanted to take you out?”  

“I’d have to say no,” I said firmly. “What if he called you?”

Without a second’s hesitation, she said, “I’d say yes. You’d hate me for it too.”

“No, I wouldn’t.”

She laughed, her teeth so white they looked almost blue. “Oh yes, you would.”  

I studied her pretty, animated face. “Possibly. I doubt we’ll ever find out.”  

“I still want to fuck him,” she said. “Don’t you?”

“I don’t think so, but I do wish we were friends.”  It was how I felt about the older man 

now too.  

“I’d rather just fuck him,” she said.
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She’d had a few short affairs over the years.  She’d remained skilled at staying detached, 

which she said kept Don from suspecting anything.  It was innate confidence, she’d told 

me, and her steadfast belief there would always be someone else. “You’re the one I really 

love anyway,” she said. “My lodestar.” She said this without irony. “We’ll be together until 

we die.” 

“Why don’t you call Ben?” I asked. “See if he wants to get together the next time he’s 

back here?”  He lived in Colorado where he was a pulmonologist. We’d seen him and his 

wife—an older woman, to our slightly bewildered, prurient glee—at our twenty-year high 

school reunion several years earlier. 

“No, no. He’d have to be the one to call. You know I don’t go looking for it.” She was 

smiling again. 

“You just let it happen,” I said. 

  She nodded. “Yes. I’m simply in the right place at the right time.” 

A few days later, after I was home again, I woke up in the middle of the night next to 

my not-quite husband wondering why Julie had chosen me out of all the other girls she 

might have befriended that first year of middle school.  I had needed her far more than 

she needed me.  Even then, she must have sensed this.  I don’t go out looking for it. 

I knew the older man would have been happy to hear from me if, out of nowhere, out 

of sadness or stupidity or boredom, I called him.  That feverish, witless time was so long 

ago, but he was still there, in the same place as before, and some part of him, I sensed, was 

waiting.  Julie and he were more alike than she and I.  

Her insistence on wading together over dinner into the murk of late adolescence meant 

that soon I would dream about Ben.  This was the only way I saw him now, once or twice a 

year.  For a little while I’d wondered if he’d liked me too, but nothing ever happened.  We’d 

exchanged a few letters in college, a few emails after that.  Eventually he’d gone to medical 

school, gotten married, become a father, his one child now in high school.  

I lay in bed next to the man I’d been returning home to for over ten years, turned my 

face to the pillow, and told myself to go back to sleep.  

To the north the freeway traffic passed in a ceaseless stream.  Coyotes prowled the 

neighbors’ yards, digging their way under fences.  I wondered when they slept.  They 

always looked so hungry. 
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Chelsea Stickle

The One Who Gets Away

 You are the one who gets away. The one who doesn't accept that drink she didn't see 

get made, provoking the dude in the backwards baseball cap to scream, "I'm not a rapist!" 

You never said he was but now you've got suspicions. You are the one who gets a bad 

vibe from those guys in the dive bar, like they’re all gripping the wooden handles of steel 

knives to press against the thin skin on your neck, and it has you calling an Uber instead 

of shoving your tongue down the ginger's throat. You're the one watching the placement 

of their hands and observing the thin veneer of civility they fake before they can reveal 

the fur and canines of the endless-stomached wolf beneath. You will not be their dinner 

tonight. 

You make it home okay. You don't get roofied or raped. You don’t wake up wondering 

where your underwear is. You’re one of the lucky ones. The adrenaline of having narrowly 

escaped a closing cage keeps you up past when the other girls stumble home, eyeliner 

smeared and unclear about what happened. Shaking off their discomfort and the tiny 

voices in their heads by confirming via text that it was awesome! So much fun! If only 

it weren't for you. They call you a worrywart to your face and a stuck-up, no-fun bitch 

behind it. 

They stop inviting you out. No one wants a reminder of the fragility of their bodies. 

The unimportance of their volition. Or how easily their autonomy can be snatched away 

by some no-named rando on a whim. All they want is oblivion. To forget their student 

loan debt and the ever-louder ticking of their biological clock for an hour or two. You 

are too intense, too real, too pulsing. Ignoring reality has only ever given you a ruptured 

appendix when you were twelve. But your reality checks, like the one that kept you alive, 

harsh their buzz. 

You would’ve had to block out that night for one reason or another. You chose the one 

where you find out who your friends really are. You didn't even realize it was a choice. The 

small voice of self-protection in the back of your head was momentarily louder than your 

desire to get along and be cool. But you’ve never been cool. You’ve never been willing to 

make the sacrifice.
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Lucy Zhang

Issues of Concurrency

Concurrency: the execution of multiple instruction sequences at the same time. Concur-

rent: existing, happening, or done at the same time. You could say it was concurrent when 

they crashed into the trees and shrubs and the older sister dug the paddle into the side 

bank to push them back to the center of the Rio Grande and the branches latched onto the 

younger sister’s shirt, pulling her out of the inflatable canoe and into the water. The Rio 

Grande had feasted that summer, a rapid stream of murky water fed by monsoon rains. 

You could say they executed concurrency when the older sister, who had drifted further 

down the river in the canoe, told the younger sister, who was clinging to the branch, to let 

go and drift downward, except the younger sister felt like a leaf at the mercy of the water’s 

direction, so she executed her own instructions: cling on for dear life, try to hold onto 

her hat and flip flops so that after she emerged safely from this situation (and surely she 

would), she could still walk back to shore under the glaring sun.

Race condition: a bug that occurs in the timing or ordering of events; when two or more 

processes attempt to access and manipulate a shared resource. The older sister stopped the 

canoe by stabbing the paddle into the earth, wedging the nose into a bush, and hopped 

off onto the side bank to run back. The younger sister, fingers purple from the chill of the 

current, pulled herself upward, gripping the sharp tree branches, scratching her fingers 

and arms, and attempted to heave her body to land. By the time the older sister made it 

over, the younger sister had already dragged herself to land–flip flops, hat, and all–drying 

under the sun and waiting for a rapidly beating heart to slow.

Atomicity: defines whether an operation can only be observed as started or completed,

and not in any partially completed state. For example, the older sister observed the 

younger in the canoe only, and then in the water only. For example, the older sister 

observed the younger sister alive. For example, the younger sister imagined her body 

getting washed away somewhere without cellular signal, buried far from roads and cars, 

and even though she considered herself an endurance swimmer, what was that compared 

to the force of nature? Even so, she was observed alive. 

Blocking: processes can block waiting for resources. By the time they reached land, their 

hair had dried and they lifted the canoe up a hill to reach the highway. More accurately, 

the older sister, a frequent rock climber, carried the entire canoe up herself and the 

younger sister carried the paddles and still, her thighs burned as they climbed a nearly 

vertical incline. At the top, they called an Uber and waited under the shade where cars 

zoomed past and might’ve provided a pleasant breeze if they weren’t so dangerously close.

Starvation: when a process does not obtain service to progress. Perhaps you could say 

they starved their parents of information. A fun trip, an exciting trip, a worthwhile 

trip, not a life-threatening trip in which they canoed down the Rio Grande without life 

jackets because both sisters used to swim freestyle for hours in their high school’s over-

chlorinated swimming pool and assumed that should be enough. But enough against a 

current? If only the younger sister had let go of the branch and given it a try. 

Deadlock: occurs when two processes are blocked and neither can proceed to execute. The 

older sister is waiting for the younger sister to say I’m ok now, safe and alive and that’s all 

that matters. The younger sister is waiting for the older sister to say I shouldn’t have taken 

you canoeing without life vests, I should’ve checked the river flow, who knew it’d be so harsh. 

They order pho for dinner and talk about tumbleweed and the weather.
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Wendy Wimmer

The Bog King
 

I drove my rental car straight from the Dublin airport to the museum but I still 

managed to miss the staff, who had all left for the night. I was greeted by the museum 

guard – tired, eyeing up a Thermos against the cold dark. I knew without knowing that 

it probably contained more than coffee, so I affected my best – or worst -- Appalachian 

accent, appealing to his blue-collar roots, or whatever they called it in the Emerald Isle. 

Maybe the working class wore green? I was wearing my great-grandmother’s favorite 

brooch, a glittering owl with two large diamond eyes and citrine feathers, grasping a green 

chalcedony branch. I took care to cover it with an obviously hand knit scarf. If he would 

have seen the jewels, he certainly would have balked and shut me out – he was the type. 

Hell, I was the type too. I shouldn’t have even worn it to travel in – it was too dear -- but I 

had brief hopes of getting an upgrade on the transatlantic flight. Sometimes that worked. 

It hadn’t worked this time, but it definitely was a good luck charm hidden under my 

layers, because he shrugged and decided I was boring enough to be a research scientist. 

I promised him I just wanted to be easy, stay out of his way, really I wanted to set up my 

workstation and apply the first coat to the specimen, that’s all, but he was already going 

back to his desk and small television.

I often joked that I was descended from lumber barons, railroad barons, but really, my 

grandbarons hadn’t pillaged land. They had pillaged people – factories where retirement 

funds weren’t necessary because the workers rarely retired, either choosing to die stooped 

over their workstations, or picking up the rare forms of malignancy that for some reason 

weren’t very rare in the buildings that bore my mother’s family name. My ancestors 

wouldn’t have approved of my line of work – or really, my line of very erudite volunteerism 

as the trust attorney liked to call it. When I made preparations for this trip, he had savored 

that line once again, rolling it around in his mouth like a pearl onion, and I had to suffer 

through it until he handed off my money. MY money.

I liked to say that my family had left me orphaned but comfortable – I had some trust 

money that kept me from being homeless, just barely. Tenure jobs in my field are less 

common than unicorns and you practically had to wait for someone to die to get their job 

but I never thought I’d be pushing forty and still doomed to an adjunct’s life of making less 

than $2K per month without medical benefits. 

My coterie of past roommates always picked on my penchant for wearing my brooch. 

One thing I understand from my family, pinched scarce relatives that they were, is that 

real wealth always recognizes their own kind. That stupid owl brooch had gotten me into 

just enough places and rubbing elbows with just enough of the right kind of people. I 

always felt moments away from getting the big patron to support what my great aunt liked 

to refer to as my unfortunate history habit. 

Once inside the antiquities lab, I found that nothing had been prepared for my work in 

advance, but this was to be expected – everything is always underfunded and academics 

were generally more interested in their own research unless they could get a co-credit. But 

there it was – my date for the night and I had it all to myself.

When the workers had found Cloonageeher Man, the body was curled in a fetal 

position, one femur snapped in two by the peat threshing machine, signs of ritualistic 

overkilling, its thoughtful eyes closed to the damp morning, its hair dyed red by the 

tannins in the sphagnum. They thought the body was a recent murder victim. Recent, they 

thought, as in the last few years, maybe a decade at most. They thought it was a fresh kill.

Most bog bodies look like empty people-shaped balloons at best, unidentifiable 

misshapen clumps of trash marked only by small terrible reminders of humanity, a blob 

with a perfect foot, a deflated football that turns out to be a crushed head, for instance, or,
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like Kayhausen Boy, looking very much like a discarded and dirty snowsuit that some 

child had forgotten after a busy day of make believe.

But Cloonageeher Man was mostly there, recognizable, unmistakably male, 

impressively rendered in its humanity, complete with a hammered copper armband. There 

was also a grinning slice under its chin where it had received the killing blow, followed by 

a braided leather cord that may have hung the body after death, or completed the dirty 

execution that had been botched in a rush or in a passion.

“Hello handsome,” I said. Maybe that was what did it, some kind of incantation. 

Handsome it was not, but I had started mentally referring to it as Clooney just the same. 

The face was one of the better bog faces I had seen – only some compression, eyelashes 

resting on the gritty brow as though it were still sleeping. The skin was rumpled in on 

itself, dark bronze, like leather, like statuary, an expensive leather throw one might buy in 

a fancy mall. Its chin still had stubble, the mouth closed to murdered secrets. 

I had a powerful urge to lean over and kiss the lips, and caught myself. The things we 

think when we are all alone. Ultimately, people in charge of seductive human remains had 

done far worse. Eva Peron’s embalmed body, for instance, and that doctor in Key West 

who fell in love with his terminal tuberculosis patient. What was a little kiss here?

The team had done the medical imaging already, so we already knew the body still 

had internal organs. That itself wasn’t unusual. Usually bog bodies were murdered in a 

seemingly rushed affair, without the formal preparations for burial. However this one also 

had bones – which was very rare with bog bodies, especially ones as old as Cloonageeher 

Man. The bog juices and plant matter keeps the soft tissues and even the fingernails 

looking pristine, half moons along the fingernail beds as though the person had been only 

a nightmare away from waking – but the sphagnum generally leached out calcium, one 

thing healthy bones need. There must have been something special about the flora of that 

particular bog where Clooney had rested millennia, something about its long nap that 

made this one special.

Sphagnum moss was capable of holding over 25 times as much water as itself -- I felt 

like sphagnum moss sometimes, overly full of history and worries and inappropriate 

impulses. But unlike my anxiety, sphagnum prevented human remains from putrefying, 

essentially leaving the body preserved – but sometimes crushed eventually by the weight 

of water and time. Some kind of Iron Age magic tea, I had said in my grant proposal for 

this project, a grant proposal that was denied.

Cloonageeher Man was so freshly pulled from that quiet internment, a midpoint 

between earth and water that lacked oxygen – that its preserved flesh was still pure. 

Exposure to the air was only just starting to oxidize the muscle. Left out of the bog 

environment, the body hardens and loses plasticity, recoils as time itself speeds up 

or perhaps unravels, first cracking and then flaking, turning powdery and eventually 

crumbling into powdery dust in the period of just a few months. 

To combat this rapid deterioration, I had tapped criminal forensic scientists who had 

been experimenting with a way to revive desiccated skin to help with body identification, 

retrieving fingerprints and identifying scars on corpses long exposed to more brutal 

elements. It was worth a shot the next time they pulled up a juicy one and given the 

decades before bog body discovery, I never thought I’d get tapped only a year after my 

paper was published theorizing this treatment. And then, the invitation from the Museum 

and then a quick money tap from my dwindling resources and then here I was and here it 

was, Clooney, my golden boy who would deliver me tenure on a silver platter.

The chemical broth smelled like moss – Icelandic this time, full of anti-oxidants. Rich 

wives discovered it first, anointing their décolletage to reverse sun damage from their 

bikini-wearing vacations in Bimini, Palm Springs and Monaco, or wherever it was the 

nouveau riche went these days. I still identified with old money enough to disdain the 

newly wealthy, even though I had only heard stories of my matriarchal family’s excesses 
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and had never dipped a toe myself, a poor relation as those with wealth tended to whisper. 

It was my lot in life to be invited to distant family weddings and arrive with empty 

Tupperware in my tote bag so that I could dine on leftover prime rib. It would be better 

after tenure though. It would be better after I documented and preserved Clooney and 

took my place among the paleoanthropology glitterati. 

For now, I started with the face, using a cosmetics-grade fan brush, purchased in a 

Sephora that smelled like lilies and copper balanced with acrid indulgence and need. I 

had to put it on my credit card but I had kept the receipts and was slightly worried that 

the university would think I had a cosmetics splurge on their dime. The cadaver forensic 

goop was cool to the touch. I applied a very light skim of it over Clooney’s amber skin. Up 

close, pores were visible, tendons, veins on a particularly strong-looking forearm. Was that 

a very delicate scar? Perhaps chicken pox? The first gel coat quenches oxidation. The next 

evening, the body would sink into a tank full of the stuff, some seven thousand dollars 

worth of fancy Beverly Hills housewife goo. 

Already the facial skin I had treated looked more wholesome, a bit more vital. The 

reality of the body was hard to parse – Clooney performed as a doll when I had arrived, 

but now with the glistening salve, its skin was plumping up, looking more like roasted 

meat, like pork or perhaps a leaner game cut, something like venison. 

I lost myself in the minutia, poring over its fundament with delicate kisses of the 

brush, whisk whisk whisk. The slurry turned bronze as well, the tannins oozing forward, a 

smell like burnt coffee and mushroom and sewage but somehow savory, like rotting beef 

stew. Venison, I corrected myself, its hand in mine, fingers outstretched, the index finger 

tickling my wrist while I brushed the goop around its thumb.

I had made it all the way down to the inner thigh when I heard a sound. Chaaaaaa 

wish. It was an owlish sound, a keening.

Dia hish

Again. It was the sound of something papery shuffling against dry wood. 

Dia hswith 

I leaned back on the work stool and craned my neck to look through the open door 

down the hallway. The security guard was sure to be around. “Hello?” My voice echoed 

down the corridor. This was the beginning to every horror movie, the penultimate 

scene before a killer wearing a sporting mask stabs the heroine through the head with a 

machete. “Hello?” 

Dia dwish. The sound again. 

I leaned forward and looked at Clooney. Its eyelids unshuttered, empty places where 

eyeballs once were. Like occurred in its kinsman Grauballe Man, the eyeballs of Clooney 

had shriveled and marbleized under the pressure of plant matter, decades of Irish peat 

cutting machines weighing down with every pass. There was nothing there, a dark clot of 

tissue in each socket, a mottled raisin that might once have been bright green or a dazzling 

hazel. 

It was fascinating to see the body begin to articulate its extremities. The eyelid 

membranes were so thin; it wasn’t surprising that they should move slightly as the 

moisturizing liquid rehydrated the cells. I snapped several pictures of Clooney’s face, the 

lashes parted, the eyebrows seeming to furrow now.

All who had inspected Clooney agreed that it was definitely an overkill specimen, 

likely a former king given the body’s location near a king-making hill. In Clooney’s case, 

the leather garrote was still wrapped around its throat, which also had been sliced open 

-- and the skull was crushed, which might have been done post-mortem, but also might 

have been a bludgeoning. Clooney was scheduled to be undressed and the archaeologists 

firmly expected to find stab wounds under its wrappings. The unveiling would be delayed 

until the photographers from National Geographic were available, which could be a week 

or more. 
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I scrawled a reminder do more research into the Sleeping Beauty of Capuchin, a 

child who died of pneumonia after World War I and was essentially mummified and is 

displayed in the catacombs. With temperature fluctuations, her tiny eyelids partially open 

from time to time, revealing intact bright blue eyes under the lids – but of course, that 

body was only 90 years old and had been interred with more modern chemical cocktails 

of zinc, glycerin and aspirin. On second thought, I also wrote “Lady Dai Zhui?” and 

underlined it. Lady Dai Zhui might have walked the planet at the same time as Clooney, 

roughly 300 to 100 BC. Not only were her mummified organs intact and her limbs 

flexible but the blood in her veins could even be ABO typed – and to this day, researchers 

have not been able to figure out how she was prepared for mummification and, more 

specifically, why. 

There was something fascinating about how we treat and mistreat our dead. Women 

generally seemed to get the brunt of it, although here we were, roles reversed, Clooney 

on the table and I with my fancy makeup brush. I thought again about the fund lawyer 

suggesting I go into mortuary science instead of archeological. At least it would provide 

a living wage, but I would have to deal with fresh grief, identities and legacies and 

mistreated relations cut out of endowments.

Diar wish. The feathery sound again, prickling the back of my neck. I dropped my fan 

brush to the floor. It did sound like the noise was right there next to me. The sound of 

maybe a knife being sharpened on a leather strap, a creaking empty sound.  

Clooney’s lips had previously been pressed together, but now they had the appearance 

of parting, opening, jaw perhaps unclenching as the elixir did its work to saturate the 

ligaments and sinew. 

I took another photo, and flipped backward to check the previous ones – the lips had 

definitely begun to get plumper and were dropping open. Clooney’s last moments still 

evident on the facial expression of grim endurance that it had worn throughout millennia. 

Now it was changing. My actions were changing it. Clearly the forensics fluid was more 

powerful than I had originally anticipated – less than an ounce applied to the mandibular 

area had penetrated the hinge joints, and gravity now pulled it forward out of the post-

mortem eternal clench. I wrote furiously on a fresh sheet in my notebook.

Jihar witchhhhh. A sense of movement out of the corner of my eye. His face, the eyes, 

his mouth. Diaarrrr winch. His lips were out of alignment, air sucking from somewhere 

inside his body, a hidden fissure or stab wound through the ribs, inflating his old 

compressed preserved lungs. 

What I want to say is “How is this happening” and what I want to do is run away and 

find that guard and what I want to think about is getting tenure and a job offer from 

Harvard and what I want to do is kiss his mouth and wake up because I’m clearly having a 

jet lag hallucination and what I do instead is remain sitting on the stool and instead I said 

“Oh, it’s you.” 

The burnt corks in his eye sockets moved in concert toward the owl brooch pinned to 

my sweater lapel, glittering dazzling under the harsh examination lights. 

His fingers flexed, twitching. 

“Diar wish.” It was old Gaelic. Hello, he was saying. Hello again. We might only have 

moments together. Minutes. Seconds. Harvard. Maybe I’d prefer the weather in Stanford 

more. The staff would be here in the morning. This moment would never come again. 

I picked up the fan brush and dipped it into the forensic balm. “Hello, handsome.” I 

said again. How this must seem to him, to be one moment a king and the next, lying on a 

steel autopsy table. How I must seem to him.

I brushed the saliva-like goop around his parched lips while picking up my phone to 

film. In frame, out of focus, the brush working around his mouth while the autofocus 

worked to settle on his brittle leather fingers, reaching out toward the camera.
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Jami Kimbrell

Grief as an Image Board: Equine Edition
 

Quadrant One:

A pony is not a horse. I don’t want to believe it. I imagine all horses out of existence so 
long as there is still room for ponies. A pony is a horse but in miniature. A pony is low to 
the ground and less likely to throw my daughter from its back if she digs her heels in too 
deep. A pony is a horse whose height is below four hands at the withers. I read this and 
I do not know where a horse’s withers is located but I hold up my hand and examine it. I 
wonder whose hand sets the standard, whose hand gets to be the judge. I want it to be that 
of my daughter’s outstretched hand, the short fat fingers of an eager toddler reaching for 
me to lift her onto the pony’s body. Then it would be safe. If it were only that high off the 
ground, I would not have to hold my breath through every circle. I could smile like all the 
other moms. I could believe that a future might be hers.

Quadrant Two:

     Deaf horses. 
     Anorexic horses.
     Menstruating horses.
     Horses with lethal white skin.  
     None of these horses come in miniature.  
     None of these horses were the kind that threw my sister. 

Quadrant Three:
 

Equinophobia is what I have. I say this even though I have not been officially 
diagnosed, which is unfortunate.  I wonder if there is a pill for my condition, a therapy 
maybe that would allow me to admire a horse’s grace and magnificence even as it stands 
still while sleeping despite the power to inflict harm that is housed in its hind legs.  
Therapy blogs tell me to desensitize myself, to start by watching videos of horses until 
I grow comfortable with the idea of a horse.  Once comfortable with the idea, I should 
be able to ease into real life contact with one, at least that is what the therapist blogger 
proclaims.  The therapist blogger does not mention ponies but posts links to videos of 
horses to aid in the desensitization process.  It does not help.

Adorable Horse Moments, 3,000,000 views.
Raising a Horse for the Day, 1,900,000 views.
Draft Horse Breeding, 975,000 views.
Zebra and Horse Meeting, 693,000 views.
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Quadrant Four:

I read once that riding a horse can deliver the negative electrons of the earth up into 
my body to equalize my positive charge.  This assumes a lot.  This assumes that the 
pleasure center of my brain isn’t fried, that my body won’t spin out of control, that I won’t 
fall like my sister did.  This assumes I can forgive the animal for not being a pony when it 
mattered most.  This assumes that the horse is not tired of shouldering all the blame.  

Darci Schummer

Dream Houses 

I.

I was a teenager when the bugs arrived in droves. They looked like ladybugs but weren’t. 
They could bite, and when you squished them, they stunk like dirt. On warm fall days, 
they swarmed outside, clinging to patches of sun on the faded asbestos siding of our old 
green farmhouse. I ran to my car whenever I left, slammed the door. The car was better at 
keeping insects out.

The house was from 1908, a smallish thing with a barn that blew down the year I was 
born. Nothing in the house was air tight. It was freezing in the winter, hot in the summer. 
Faucets dripped, froze, broke. A chunk of ceiling fell from a hallway and was not replaced. 
The linoleum flooring in the kitchen was full of tears that were duct-taped and covered 
with rugs. We had mice, rats, spiders, birds, crickets and then the not-ladybug bugs. They 
got in through the windows in the living room, the attic, the kitchen, my bedroom. My 
mother kept a plastic lid over her water glass because bugs came out of the fluorescent 
light fixture while we ate dinner. They congregated on my bedroom floor, got smashed 
into my white area rug. One time my mother said, “You should have seen when I moved 
your pillow, Darci. You would have freaked out. You would have been so upset.” 

What was under the pillow on my bed? A commune of stinking fake ladybugs. 

No one did anything year after year but vacuum and sweep up their dead bodies. Even 
now, I occasionally find decaying orange shells amongst things long packed away. 

II. 

In 1997, I turned 17 and met Orion. We worked across the food court from each other in 
the mall, he at Sbarro’s and I at Dairy Queen. We loitered in the employee access hallways, 
smoked cigs, talked about drinking and music. He introduced me to the Dead Milkmen. I 
introduced him to the green farmhouse. Then one day he quit his job at Sbarro’s, stopped 
calling me, and simply disappeared. 

But four years later, I answered a call on the landline in my first apartment, an assembly-
line thing with a vinyl curtain separating a tiny kitchen from a hardly anything living 
room.  

“Is this Darci? Darci that used to work at Dairy Queen?”

“Yeah, who is this?”
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“It’s Orion. Orion Miller. I used to work at Sbarro’s.”

“You’re the last person I expected to hear from right now,” I said. Four years is an eon at 
21. 

It was then I began to love him until he drank himself to death at age 38. 

After we had been dating for a while, he told me about growing up in Eau Claire, how his 
mother became too sick to work. She was on disability, his father lived a few states away, 
and they were poor. So they moved and kept moving, living in a total of six places up and 
down Main Street. They lived in duplexes and apartments. They lived with other people. 
They moved and moved so he could stay in the same school with his friends. 

I went to one of their apartments once. We strung popcorn for the Christmas tree. I petted 
CeCe, his mother’s sweet black mutt, and we listened to the Dead Milkmen song “Bitchin’ 
Camero.” The apartment was clean and small. It was cozy, not cold inside, and there were 
no bugs. If I close my eyes, I can still see the warm lamplight of the living room.

III. 

In 2003, Orion and I moved into a house together that we affectionately referred to as 
the little house. The little house was white with maroon trim. In the front yard grew a 
huge maple with leaves just a few shades darker than the trim. The kitchen had blue tile 
countertops and the dining room was golden—perfect for morning sunlight. We had our 
own washer and dryer, and our own fenced in backyard for Sydney, Orion’s moody pitbull. 
I hung a purple Chinese lantern in the living room, tailored an expensive duvet cover just 
for our bed. I thought sewing this was romantic, I told him during a fight after it got ruined. 

In the little house, I had an office that I planned to use for writing. But soon it was 
overtaken by his vodka bottles and beer cans, a makeshift bed on the floor that he passed 
out in. The heat didn’t get into that room, and it was constantly freezing. I still remember 
the smell: stale tobacco and carpet cleaner, the remnants of his benders. And I still 
remember the fights—the way the house held the sound of us yelling. One time I left for a 
week and never wanted to come back. 

A year and a half after we moved in, I got accepted to graduate school in St. Paul. We 
decided I would move alone, and we packed up the little house, disassembling our life 
together. We fought viciously over a cheap entertainment center and over who was 
supposed to take care of what. I was methodical, quick, angry. I wanted this part to be 
over. I wanted to get away—though we would stay together for one more year, the distance 
between us a poultice on earlier inflicted wounds.  

As we were about to leave the place for good, he stopped me at the threshold. He pulled 
me into his arms, and we stood there, half in and half out of the little house that was no 
longer our little house. It was then I began to cry. 

For years, he drove by the little house and told me what had changed and what was the 
same. When it finally went up for sale, he wanted to buy it.

IV.

In 2017, I turned 37. Though Orion and I had been broken up for many years, we 
remained close friends. I lived in a duplex in Minneapolis with my husband, and he 
bought a house in Eau Claire with his girlfriend, a woman with whom he shared a 
tumultuous relationship. The house was on the East Hill, the neighborhood he loved. He 
was happy, and he was proud. 

He was also debilitated by anxiety and sick with alcoholism. 

A year or so after buying the house, his relationship deteriorated. His girlfriend got a new 
boyfriend, and addiction consumed him. He was admitted to the hospital multiple times 
and did a 10-day stint in rehab before checking himself out.

“You have to stop drinking,” I told him. “You’re going to die. I don’t want you to die. I just 
don’t want you to die,” I said one day at his house while his ex was gone. He said nothing 
but hugged me tightly as I cried in the living room. “You’re so skinny,” I said. It was early 
afternoon, and he had been drinking since at least 7 am. 

The next month he lost his job, which gave him more time to drink. Despite his 
unemployment, despite the fact that his ex had a new boyfriend, neither he nor his ex 
would move. They fought about the house. They went around and around. 

“Just get out of there,” I said. “Living with her is making everything worse for you. You can 
buy another house. There will always be another house.”

“Why should I have to leave?” he asked me. “Why should I have to live in a shitty 
apartment?”

A month after that, his ex smashed him in the face with a 10-pound dumbbell, knocking 
him unconscious. In her mug shot, tears run down her face, as though she can’t believe 
she got caught. At her sentencing hearing in 2019, a lawyer played the whole 5-minute 911 
call as we, those survived by him, sat listening. “Get up,” his ex said on the recording. “Get 
up.” 

But he couldn’t get up then, and when he could, he wouldn’t go to the hospital to get 
treatment for his concussion and lacerations. He didn’t want to leave the house. 

On February 21, 2018, he hadn’t had a drink in a day and a half. “I feel really weird,” he 
said to his mother, who was staying at his house. She urged him to go to the hospital, 
but he refused, though he had strict instructions not to detox at home. Early the next 
morning, he died in his bedroom as his mother slept on the floor next to him. He is 
interned in a cemetery a few blocks away from the house. Beloved Son and Friend, his 
stone reads. 
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V. 

By March 2019, I had lost Orion, my father, and my niece all within a year and a half. 
The grief was often paralyzing, but I managed to keep commuting to my job near Duluth, 
Minnesota, from my home in Minneapolis. At the end of spring semester, I told my 
husband I couldn’t do it anymore. I told my husband we needed to move north. He 
agreed. 

My only consolation in the whole mess of leaving my beloved Minneapolis was to get a 
nice house. I can’t explain it. When you have never gotten to live somewhere really good 
in your whole life, when you’ve always lived somewhere ramshackle, cold, and cramped or 
infested, you feel desperate not to feel that way anymore.

In Duluth, I chose a big old arts and crafts style house. A creek runs behind it. Deer bed 
along the fence line amongst the trees surrounding the property. In spring, greenery and 
flowers explode, and the scent of lilacs and plum blossoms fills the air. Everything in the 
house works properly. The kitchen cabinets are soft close, the floors real tile. There are no 
bug infestations, no fallen chunks of plaster, no tears in outdated linoleum floors. 

Shortly after we moved in, I ran a bath and slid into the deep soaking tub. It felt good: the 
light coming through the generous yet private bathroom window, the hot water, the depth 
of the tub. I closed my eyes. I took a deep breath. But at the top of my breath, I was struck 
by another kind of desperation—panic at the fact that I owned something like this, that I 
could have it, that I deserved it. I was suddenly terrified, terrified of losing the very thing I 
had wanted so much for so long. 

I thought of Orion then. 

And, like so many things I have realized too late to be of use, I finally understood why, 
when everything was falling apart around him, he simply never left home.
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POETRY
Ashanti Anderson
Ashanti Anderson (she/her) is a Black Queer poet and writer. She is the winner of the 
Spring 2020 Black River Chapbook Competition and her debut short collection, Black 
Under, is forthcoming with Black Lawrence Press in Fall 2021. More at ashanticreates.com. 

John Belk
John Belk is an Assistant Professor of English at Southern Utah University where he 
directs the Writing Program. His poetry has recently appeared in Sugar House Review, 
Crab Orchard Review, Madison Review, Salt Hill, Kestrel, San Pedro River Review, Worcester 
Review, Sport Literate, Poetry South, and Arkansas Review among others. His chapbook 
"The Weathering of Igneous Rockforms in High-Altitude Riparian Environments" is 
available from Cathexis Northwest Press. His scholarship can be found in Rhetoric Review, 
Rhetoric Society Quarterly, Composition Forum, and edited anthologies.

JoAnna Brooker 
JoAnna Brooker is a graduate from the University of Tennessee, where she studied 
Journalism & English. She is currently a staff director for Sundress Academy for the Arts, 
& her work has been featured in Hash Journal, Menacing Hedge, & The Knoxville Mercury. 
She can be found on all social media platforms @cupofjoanna. In her spare time, she 
enjoys petting cats & making cheese based meals for her loved ones.

Kristy Bowen
A writer and book artist, Kristy Bowen is the author of a number of artist books, 
chapbooks, and zines, as well as the recent SEX & VIOLENCE (Black Lawrence Press, 
2020.) She lives in Chicago and runs dancing girl press & studio.

Craig Dinwoodie
Craig Dinwoodie is a poet from New Jersey. Recently, he lived in Shanghai, China where 
he taught English and facilitated the poetry group at The Shanghai Writer’s Workshop. 
Currently, he is a poetry editor at Pinky Thinker Press.

Morgan Eklund
Morgan Eklund’s poetry has appeared in the North American Review, The Louisville 
Review, Typishly, ABZ, Whiskey Island,  and other national  journals. In 2020 she was 
nominated for the Best New Poets, and in 2017 she received a Pushcart Prize nomination. 
She is a 2006 alumna of the Kentucky Center Governor’s School for the Arts and is 
currently pursuing her MFA in Poetry at Northwestern University.  

Ellen Gould
Ellen Gould lives in Oakland, California and discovered in a recent time of crisis that 
poetry is how she stays intact. She has been featured in OpenDoor Poetry Magazine and 
hopes to complete a book-length collection in 2021. Ellen is a graphic designer/illustration 
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agent and holds a BFA from California College of the Arts, where she studied poetry with 
Michael McClure and Rae Armantrout.

alyssa hanna
alyssa hanna's poems have appeared in Reed Magazine, The Mid-American Review, The 
Naugatuck River Review, Arc Poetry Magazine, Rust + Moth, Pidgeonholes, and others. 
She has been nominated for a Pushcart Prize and for Best of the Net, was a finalist in the 
2017 James Wright Poetry Competition, and a semi-finalist for The Hellebore scholarship. 
Alyssa is a Contributing Editor at Barren Magazine and works as a copywriter by day. She 
lives in New York with her three lizards. follow her @alyssawaking on twitter, instagram, 
ko-fi, and tumblr.

Kathleen Hellen
Kathleen Hellen’s honors include prizes from the H.O.W. Journal and Washington Square 
Review, and her award-winning collection Umberto’s Night (Washington Writers’ 
Publishing House 2012). Her work is published widely and has been featured on Poetry 
Daily and Verse Daily. Hellen’s latest poetry collection is The Only Country Was the Color 
of My Skin (Saddle Road Press 2018).

Aiden Heung
Aiden Heung is a Chinese poet born and raised on the edge of the Tibetan Plateau. He 
writes about his personal past in a Tibetan Autonomous Town and the city of Shanghai 
where he currently lives. His words appeared or forthcoming in The Australian Poetry 
Journal, Cha: An Asian Literary Journal, Poet Lore, Rust & Moth, Hobart, Parentheses, 
Southern Humanities Review, O:JA&L among other places. He is a reader of world 
literature. He can be found on twitter @AidenHeung. Visit his website for more 
information: http://www.aidenheung.com/

Betsy Housten
Betsy Housten is a queer writer and massage therapist who earned her MFA at the 
University of New Orleans and makes her home in Brooklyn. Her writing appears in 
Autostraddle, Sundog Lit, Rogue Agent, Entropy and elsewhere, and has been nominated 
for Best New Poets, Best of the Net, and the Pushcart Prize. You can find her at 
betsyhoustenwrites.com.

Willie James 
Willie James is a poet living in Chicago, IL. He is a poetry editor at Pacific Literary Review 
as well as the co-host for the Filling Station Reading Series. He was the runner up in 
Rhino’s 2017 Founder’s Prize poetry contest. His work has appeared in Rhino Poetry, 
Pageboy, as well as the Mantis Review.

B. Tyler Lee
B. Tyler Lee is the author of one poetry collection, With Our Lungs in Our Hands (Redbird 
Chapbooks, 2016), and her creative nonfiction piece “A large volume of small nonsenses” 
just won the 2020 Talking Writing Contest. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in 32 

Poems, Crab Orchard Review, Hayden’s Ferry Review, Sky Island, perhappened, Acting Up: 
Queer in the New Century, and elsewhere. She teaches at Purdue University Northwest.

Rachel Lee
Rachel Kuanneng Lee has lived in Singapore and South Korea. Her work appears in or 
is forthcoming at Quarterly Literary Review Singapore, The Tiger Moth Review, wildness, 
Entropy, the Live Canon 2020 Anthology and elsewhere. She is a Brooklyn Poets Fellow. 
She is also co-founder of a data science startup and hopes that someday, she might be able 
to make a coherent narrative out of her career choices. You can find her online at rachel-
lee.me.

Hikari Miya
Hikari Leilani Miya is a Japanese Filipina American, 2019 Cornell University English 
major graduate, and a current poetry MFA candidate at the University of San Francisco 
who identifies with the LGBTQ community. She is the assistant poetry editor for 
USFCA’s literary magazine, Invisible City (formerly Switchback). She has one previous 
poetry publication (under Kari Miya) in Cornell’s Writer’s Bloc, five poems published by 
Canadian publisher Fleas on the Dog in Issue Seven, and her poetry has appeared in the 
Johnson Art Museum at Cornell University. She currently lives with her two snakes and 
visually impaired cat, but has a menagerie of other pets at home in the Central Valley of 
California.

David Moolten
David Moolten's poems have appeared in Poetry, The Georgia Review, The Kenyon 
Review, The Southwest Review, and Epoch, among other journals and reviews. In terms 
of recent publications, new verse has appeared or is forthcoming in The American Poetry 
Review, Blackbird, and Hotel Amerika. His most recent book, Primitive Mood, won the T. 
S. Eliot Prize (Truman State University Press, 2009). He lives & writes in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. 

Dayna Patterson
Dayna Patterson is the author of Titania in Yellow (Porkbelly Press, 2019) and If Mother 
Braids a Waterfall (Signature Books, 2020). Her creative work has appeared recently in 
Carolina Quarterly, Duende, EcoTheo, and Gulf Coast. She is the founding editor-in-chief 
of Psaltery & Lyre and a co-editor of Dove Song: Heavenly Mother in Mormon Poetry. She 
was a co-winner of the 2019 #DignityNotDetention Poetry Prize judged by Ilya Kaminsky. 
daynapatterson.com

Mike Puican
Mike Puican’s work has appeared in journals such as Poetry, Michigan Quarterly Review, 
and New England Review. His debut book of poetry, Central Air, was released by 
Northwestern University Press in August, 2020. He was a member of the 1996 Chicago 
Poetry Slam Team, and has been a long-time board member of the Guild Literary 
Complex. He teaches poetry to incarcerated and formerly incarcerated individuals at the 
Federal Metropolitan Correctional Center and St. Leonard’s House, both in Chicago.
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Kimberly Ramos
Kimberly Ramos is an undergraduate of philosophy and creative writing at Truman State 
University. She enjoys playing ukulele and tabletop games in her free time. Her work has 
appeared in Watershed Review, Underground, Whale Road Review, and The Lindenwood 
Review, among others.

Jamie Wendt 
Jamie Wendt is the author of the poetry collection Fruit of the Earth, which won the 2019 
National Federation of Press Women Book Award in Poetry. Her poems, essays, and 
book reviews have been published in various literary journals and anthologies, including 
Feminine Rising, Lilith, Green Mountains Review, Literary Mama, the Forward, Third 
Wednesday, and Saranac Review. She holds an MFA from the University of Nebraska 
Omaha. She teaches high school English and lives in Chicago with her husband and two 
children.Website: https://jamiewendt.wordpress.com/

ART
Jens Bransch
Jens Brasch was born in Hamburg Germany and moved to Illinois with his family when 
he was 7 years old. Jens received a Bachelor and a Master of Fine Arts from Northern 
Illinois University. He was a High School Art Teacher at Rolling Meadows High School in 
Rolling Meadows, Illinois from 1972 – 1976. In 1976 he moved to Wheeling High School 
in Wheeling, Illinois where he taught and was head of the art department through 1999. 
Since then he has maintained a studio and has been at Bridgeport Art Center since 2001. 
Jens is a volunteer faculty member with the Mastery Foundation School for Leadership, 
an international school for adults working in their communities. He and his wife live in 
Chicago.

Artist Statement 
My interests are philosophy, science, and art. My concept of art aligns with this quote from 
the art critic Arthur Danto. “Art works are embodied meanings. As such, they elicit from 
the viewers acts of interpretation designed to grasp the intended meanings they embody.”  
However, there are experiences that can be seen but not spoken. This is why I use art and 
text. They support each other and undermine each other. It is this ambiguity that I am 
trying to show. Art has a formative part in the manufacture of truth. Illusion, appearance, 
semblance, are all there is for humans. We perceive the world and construct our world out 
of the reflected light of semblance. Nothing else is visible. I try to understand experience by 
depicting it. I believe there is no absolute rightness or truth. We human beings are born into 
a context of cultural truths and the pursuit of those truths excludes other truths. Cognitive 
biases, heuristics (mental short cuts), and useful illusions can be reflected upon when shown 
in art objects. Art under modernism in the West has been largely self-conscious, asking the 
question “What is art?”. It may turn out that art that is about art is in fact trivial. Pluralism, 
inclusiveness, and larger human issues of life and death seem more relevant to the world we 
live in now, as it was in the past. Art will not solve our world but it may enlighten it.

Damien Diaz-Diaz
Born in 1974 in Grenoble, France. Damien DIAZ-DIAZ first discovered painting in his 
family at the age of 6, and has started to paint abstract motifs. This vocation has remained 
with him ever since. He went on to pursue an entrepreneurial career into computer 
graphics, film industry, post-production, electronic media, indeed anything that resonated 
with the power of imagery, interests him deeply. Meanwhile an oeuvre is growing in 
parallel and resulting in a vast collection of hundreds of canvases. At the age of 40, driven 
by intuition and galvanized by some distinguished collectors, it is finally his « source » to 
design color which is the deciding factor to devote himself entirely to his Art. He currently 
lives and works in Bordeaux, Southwest of France.

Artist Statement 
Autodidact, it has taken many years to set himself aside from the influences of certain 
Expressionist painters. Through the oils, he would slowly graduate towards favoring large 
format canvases which will define his own singular and direct language.
However, the repetition of time-worn methods and techniques, alongside the desire to « 
paint well » from mental imagery, would not be enough to satisfy him.  Constantly on the 
lookout for that elusive space before the fabrication of an image, another interest would 
emerge from the grey, a sharp and fluid object, born of the razor’s edge, a pure « percept ».
Pictorality hatched from the « dirt ». A color design which thirsts to be seen by the body, 
beyond the confines of any « planes-colors-matter », beyond the perception of an image; a 
mysterious object eluding itself.

Elsa Munoz
Elsa Muñoz is a Mexican-American artist born and raised in Chicago (1983). She received 
her BFA in oil painting from the American Academy of Art in 2006. She's since had 8 solo 
shows including one at the National Museum of Mexican Art (2011) and at the Union 
League Club of Chicago (2016) along with several group shows throughout the United 
States. She was recently awarded the Helen and Tim Meier Foundation For The Arts 
Achievement Award (2019). Notable collections include the National Museum of Mexican 
Art (Chicago), North Park University (Chicago), and the private collections of Martin 
Castro, Chairman of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (2011- ) and Dolores Kunda, 
former president and CEO of Leo Burnett P.R. and Lápiz.

Artist Statement
Desahogamiento, literally translated as “the act or process of undrowning,” has always 
been with me. My mother would describe desahogamiento as the self-directed, embodied 
"grief work" which makes healing possible. But it wasn’t until reading “Woman Who 
Glows in the Dark” by curandera Elena Avila that I learned desahogamiento is a 
literal healing technique within curanderismo, or Mexican folk medicine. My practice 
is centered in the union of intuitive ways of knowing(particularly dreamwork and 
storytelling), our changing climate realities, and the role of art as a somatic healing 
technology. In this, my paintings manifest from the act of undrowning.

~
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DeAnne Williamson
DeAnne Olguin Williamson creates original paintings on canvas using layers of mixed 
materials to communicate depth-of emotions and self. She tells a story with each piece, 
unconsciously and intuitively channeling her deepest thoughts and emotions into it. At 
the heart of her approach is blending collage with acrylics, layering not only materials 
but meaning. She lives in Northern California and has shown her work in many galleries 
around the country.

Artist Statement
In our depths, we women suppress countless untold stories. Within our many layers are 
hidden emotions and profound truths. Once expressed, they reveal powerful insights 
about who we really are, how we truly feel, and what we actually want. When we connect 
with and express the beauty, poetry, and unique truth inside of us, our lives begin to 
transform. We discover our passions. We step beyond our comfort zones and take bolder 
action. We go on a journey to discover and live out our purpose with joy and fulfillment.

Sarah Yun
Sarah was born in January of 2003. She is currently attending an international high school 
in South Korea. Her hobbies are sewing, collecting small glass sculptures, and studying 
design. Her future aspiration is to become an industrial or product designer.

Artist Statement
Memory is something intangible. It is a moment locked inside you that you can only 
replay in your mind. My artwork is a reflection of these memories. I take inspiration from 
artists whose work has a similar theme, such as Louise Bourgeois. Her use of materials 
and imagery is incredibly fascinating to me.  When I finish a piece, I often begin another 
based on that work. I believe that pushing myself to stretch an idea as far as possible is 
where creativity thrives. Like Jasper Johns said, "take something and do something to it, 
and then do something else to it." True discoveries are created through transformation.

Ana Zanic
The spontaneous and gestural activity of mark-making in Ana Zanic’s paintings is 
closely tied to calligraphy, language, and symbolic communication. Her work reflects 
the beauty of organic, natural form. Zanic’s abstract watercolors bring to mind 
abandoned landscapes, ancient scribblings, notions of the undersea life, amoebic flows 
and distant constellations. Zanic exhibited widely, in twenty solo and over a hundred 
group exhibitions. Her work is in notable private and public collections around the 
globe, spanning USA, Europe, Australia, and China. Ana Zanic holds an MFA from the 
Academy of Fine Arts, University of Zagreb, Croatia. She lives and works in the United 
States.

Artist Statement
In the series of paintings "Migration" I am referencing my experience of migrating from 
one continent and country to another and seeing it in a broader, universal context. 
Through the process of creating I am investigating the inner realms of self; the longing 
for what is old and familiar, yet placing it in a new context, never replicating any readily 

readable aspects of my heritage. The mark-making becomes a journal, one that speaks a 
universal language. The challenge of migration becomes humanized and seen as a natural 
occurrence; one that is repeated through the ages and across many species on our planet.

FICTION
Chelsea Stickle
Chelsea Stickle lives in Annapolis, MD with her black rabbit George and an army of 
houseplants. Her flash fiction appears in Monkeybicycle, The Molotov Cocktail, matchbook, 
McSweeney’s Internet Tendency and others. “The One Who Gets Away” is from her debut 
chapbook Breaking Points (Black Lawrence Press, 2021). Read more at chelseastickle.com/
stories or find her on Twitter @Chelsea_Stickle.

Christine Sneed
Christine Sneed is the author of four books, most recently the short story collection 
The Virginity of Famous Men.  Her work has appeared in Ploughshares, New England 
Review, Glimmer Train, The Best American Short Stories, O. Henry Prize Stories, New 
York Times, San Francisco Chronicle and a number of other publications.  She teaches for 
Northwestern University and for Regis University's low-residency MFA program and lives 
in Pasadena, CA.

Wendy Thompson Taiwo
Wendy Thompson Taiwo is an Assistant Professor of African American Studies at San José 
State University. Her writing has appeared in Typehouse, Mn Artists, Meridians: feminism, 
race, transnationalism, Nokoko, and numerous anthologies.

Wendy Wimmer
Wendy Wimmer is a Believer Magazine fiction fellow at Black Mountain Institute/
University of Nevada Las Vegas. She is the fiction editor of Witness literary journal and 
the founder of UntitledTown book and author festival in Wisconsin. Her work has been 
published in Barrelhouse, Blackbird, Per Contra, ANMLY, Jet Fuel Review, Drunken Boat, 
Paper Darts, Non-Binary Review, Salt & Syntax and more, as well as nominated for 
multiple Pushcart Prizes, AWP Intro to Journal and Best New Voices. Her short story 
collect was recently named a semi-finalist in the Hudson Prize. She was most recently 
a featured reader at Believer Fest 2018. She lives in Nevada but her heart remains in the 
Midwest. Follow her on Twitter @wendywimmer or her very irregular website www.
wendywimmer.com.

Lucy Zhang
Lucy Zhang writes, codes, and watches anime. Her work has appeared in Atticus Review, 
The Journal of Compressed Creative Arts, Pidgeonholes, Jellyfish Review, and elsewhere. 
Find her at https://kowaretasekai.wordpress.com/ or on Twitter @Dango_Ramen.
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NONFICTION
Jami Kimbrell
Jami Kimbrell is a mother of four and a trial attorney practicing in Tallahassee, Florida. 
Her short fiction has appeared in Word Riot, Vestal Review, New South Journal, Tin House 
Online, Fiction Southeast, Dead Mule School of Southern Literature, and The Masters 
Review among others. Her poetry has appeared in Birdcoat Quarterly and her Nonfiction 
has appeared in Tahoma Literary Review.

Darci Schummer
Darci Schummer is the author of the story collection Six Months in the Midwest 
(Unsolicited Press) and her work has appeared in journals and magazines such as Ninth 
Letter (web edition), Midwestern Gothic, Midway Journal, Necessary Fiction, and Paper 
Darts, among other places. She teaches writing at Fond du Lac Tribal and Community 
College.

left to right: 
Madeline Brzeczek, Stephanie Karas, Patricia Damocles, Chris J. Patiño, 
Salvador Martinez, Cassidy Fontaine-Warunek, Andrea Rodriguez, Christian Mietus, 
Jordyn Spangler, Brittany Crosse, Sean Darke, Dr. Simone Muench
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